which satisfies a system of differential equations (1 In a recent paper Bolza* has formulated a problem in which he admits so-called finite equations not involving derivatives y' in the system (1), and for which the expression to be minimized, in the non-parametric case, is a sum ri f(x,y,y')dx + G(xi,y(xi),Xi,y(Xi)) instead of the function/i. When G = 0 this is the Lagrange form of problem, and when / = 0 it has the form stated in the first paragraph above.
It will be shown in a later section that the problem of Mayer with variable end points, stated in the first paragraph above, and the problem of Bolza are equivalent in the sense that the Lagrange multiplier rule for each is deducible from that of the other. Each of them contains all of the classical problems of the calculus of variations not involving partial derivatives as special cases, with the exception of those of a type exemplified by an example proposed by Hadamard.f But the results for the problem which is the principal study of this paper are the most symmetrical.
The proofs given below are new, an important feature being the use and symmetric treatment of the hypothesis that the matrix || d<p^/dy'k || (p = 1,
is of rank m at every point of E, instead of the usual unsymmetric assumption that a particular one of the determinants of order m of the matrix is everywhere different from zero on E.
Preliminary notions and theorems
In the following pages it will be understood that the various indices unless otherwise expressly stated have the ranges i,j,k = 1, ••• ,n; p,v = 1, •••, m; p,a = 1, ■■■ ,r; t = m + 1, ■•• ,n.
An equation written with one of these indices is supposed to hold for every one of its values. 
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The arc E is supposed to have the following properties: 1. It is of class C"* and such that the functions <p^, /p are also of class C near the values of their arguments on E.
2. It satisfies the equations <p^ = /2 = • • • = /" = 0. 3. The matrix || d<pß/dy'k || has rank to at every point of E.
4. The matrix df^ Mjl CL Mil dxi dyki dx2 dyk2 with 2n + 2 columns and r rows is of rank r at the values of the arguments of the functions /pon£, The last two hypotheses are to secure the independence of the differential equations and of the functions /p near E.
It will be shown in Section 3, as a consequence of hypothesis 3, that n -m functions <pr (x, y, y') can always be adjoined to the to functions <p^ in such a way that the complete set <pi has the properties of Hypothesis 1 and a determinant | d(pi/dy'k | different from zero everywhere on E. If z represents always a set (zi, • • •, z") of which the first m elements are identically zero, then the arc E determines uniquely the n -m remaining functions in z so that <Pk(x,y, y') -zk = 0. This is the extended system of differential equations formed from the system (1).
Consider a one-parameter family of arcs
which contain E for u = 0 and satisfy f2= ■ • • = fr = 0 and the extended system of differential equations for every u. Its variations are the expressions
where the subscript u denotes differentiation. It is understood that f as well as z always represents a set of elements ( f i, •••,£») in which the first to are zero. The variations satisfy the equations of variation
Mi.f)-£fc + ç£(ifi.fe + f«)+£;6i
* A function is of class C" if it has continuous first and second derivatives.
[July and the functions y, y' occurring explicitly and in the derivatives of <p¿ and /p are those defining E.
The existence theorems for linear differential equations justify the following lemma:
Lemma 1. The equations (6) *<(9)-îi--0 determine uniquely a set of solutions ni of class C" in a neighborhood of the values xi =; x S= x2, when functions f ¿ of class C in this neighborhood and the initial values of the n's at a single point are given. Consider now a system 77 of r sets of variations £f, ££, Vk, £T with f's of class C, y s of class C", and satisfying the equations (6). Variations of this sort with £i, £2 arbitrary constants are called admissible variations. Then with the help of the existence theorems for implicit functions and differential equations, and denoting the set ( ei, • • • , er ) by e, it is possible to prove Lemma 2. For every system 77 of variations the equations (7) <Pk(x, y, y') = zk(x) + ti$'k+ ■•■ + e, J* determine a family of solutions Yk(x, e ) with initial values for which it contains the arc E. The nÇ-variations of the family with respect to the parameter e" are nk , f % .
For there is a neighborhood of the values (x, y, e) satisfying the conditions
in which the equations (7) have a set of solutions
of class C ,* and if to these equations are adjoined those of the set de"/dx -0, then the existence theorems for differential equations establish the existence of a set of functions Yk(x, e) with the properties described in the lemma.f Since the rjf-variations of the family with respect to the parameter ta satisfy the equation (6), since from (8) it follows from Lemma 1 that the v£-variations of the family with respect to e" are the functions nl, f£ as stated.
The Lagrange multiplier rule
In order to prove finally the result stated in the introduction two further lemmas will be useful.
Lemma 3. If a system TT of variations exists such that the determinant I Fp ( £* » Va ) I is different from zero, then E can not make f a minimum.
For suppose such a system 77 of variations £f, £2, vl, f* and consider the functions Yk (x, e) which they define as described in Lemma 2. If
it is readily seen that for ei = vanishes for every set of admissible variations satisfying equations (6). By Lemma 3 the determinant \ FA^" > v")] must vanish for every system 77. Let * be the maximum rank possible for the determinant and suppose 77 selected so that this rank is actually attained.
If the constants l" are so chosen that the expression (9) vanishes for every variation in 77 then (9) must also vanish for every admissible variation whatsoever.
Otherwise the maximum rank of the determinant would be greater than *.
To prove the result described in the introduction let the end values of the variables in the expressions on the right being always those belonging to E. The values of pi, Pi, qki, qki can not all be zero since in that case the matrix in Hypothesis 4 of Section 1 would necessarily be of rank less than r. From equation (5), Lemma 4, and equation (6) it follows that the equations
X¡ X* f * dz = X) ( ßyt *?* 4-ty,t' v'k ) dx It is clear therefore that the last n -m functions XT vanish identically. But the first m do not, since the last equations would otherwise make all of the constants p\, p2, qk\, qki vanish. The last four of equations (14) (3) is obtained from the one just given by subtracting from the first and ( n + 2 ) d columns linear combinations of the others, and by introducing in the last row the terms ß ( Xi ), ß ( x2 ) which are zero. This last step is entirely artificial and unnecessary, but it turns out that the matrix (3) gives more directly the customary results for many special cases. Since the matrix (3) is obtainable as just described from the last one, it follows that (3) also must have rank less than r + 1. The statement just proved that when E minimizes f theie must exist m functions Xi, • • •, Xm of class C not all identically zero on Xi x2, satisfying the equations (2), and making all determinants of order r + 1 of the matrix (3) vanish, is equivalent to the statement that there must exist m functions X of class C satisfying the equations (2) Hence a set of solutions not identically zero must have values not all zero at Xi and x2, and consequently defines derivatives Qyt, ( xi ), ßVi, ( x2 ) not all zero. From the fact that the matrix (15) is of rank less than r + 1 it follows readily therefore that multipliers h, • ■ • ,lr not all zero exist satisfying equations (16). Hence the first statement of the theorem implies the second. The proof that the second implies the first is immediate.
It is important to note that a minimizing arc E is said to be normal for the problem under consideration when a system TT of variations can be so selected that the matrix \\ FAF> Va) \\ (p -2, • • •, r : <r == 1, • ■ • , r) has rank r -1 ; otherwise it is abnormal.
For a normal minimizing arc E the constant li is always different from zero, and the constants and functions h = 1, l2, • • ■ , lr, Xi, • • ■ , Xm satisfying equations (2) and (16) It is clear that h can not be zero in the normal case since h, ■ ■ •, lr make the expression (9) vanish for every set of admissible variations, and since the system TT can be selected so that the matrix has rank r -1. The constants h -1, h, > • ' ' » h are for a similar reason seen to be unique. Furthermore two systems X, X satisfying equations (2) and (16) with these constants would satisfy ßy*'(Zl) = Q»k>(xi).
Hence the differences of the corresponding elements of X and X would vanish at xi and satisfy equations (2). They would therefore be identically zero. The statement of the theorem with regard to the abnormal case is an immediate consequence of the way in which the constants h, • ■ •, lr were originally determined.
3. An auxiliary theorem It was stated in Section 2 that it is always possible to adjoin to the functions <Pn (x, y, y') a set of functions (pT(x, y, y') in such a way that the determinant | d(pi/dy'k | is different from zero along the arc E. The functions <pr can in fact be taken in the form
where the functions ark are polynomials in Xi and x2. If the derivative d<p^/dy'k formed for the arc E is denoted by alik(x), this result is an immediate consequence of the following theorem: Auxiliary theorem. If a matrix 11 aM4 11 of continuous functions alik(x) has rank m at every point of the interval xi x2, then n -m additional rows of polynomials ark(x) can always be selected so that the determinant \aik\ is everywhere different from zero on xi x2.
The rank of the matrix 11 aflk 11 is unchanged if one row is multiplied by a continuous function of x and added to another, and a proof of the theorem for the matrix so altered implies its validity also for the original one. If the first row of || aßk || is multiplied by a suitable factor and added to the second, the latter can be made orthogonal to the first, and by repetitions of this process every row can be made orthogonal to every other.
Consider then the linear equations in Ui, ■ • •, un whose coefficients are the rows of an orthogonal matrix 11 aMJt 11. If n -m properly selected u's are arbitrarily chosen in a neighborhood of xi as continuous functions of x not vanishing simultaneously, the m remaining m's will be uniquely determined by the equations, since one at least of the determinants of the matrix is different from zero at xi. Let £ then be the upper bound of the values x defining intervals Xi x on which the equations have continuous solutions not vanishing simultaneously.
There is a neighborhood of £ in which one of the determinants of the matrix remains different from zero, and x can be selected in this neighborhood between xi and £. The equations have solutions u as just described on the interval Xi x and it is possible to extend the definitions of n -m of them so that they are continuous from Xi to £ + S. and not simultaneously vanishing to the right of x. If the n -to extended w's have been properly selected the remaining m will be uniquely determined from x to £ + Ô by the equations, showing that £ can not be the upper bound described unless it is at x2. Furthermore in the latter case the same argument shows that there exist n continuous solutions u not vanishing simultaneously on the interval Xi x2.
If the row of functions u so determined is adjoined to the matrix || d^j. || the resulting matrix has rank r + 1 at every point of Xi x2. For at a point where this were not true there would exist m solutions v of the n equations
The sum of these equations multiplied by the elements of the ¿uth row of the matrix would show that v^ must vanish, since the pth. row is orthogonal to the M-row and all the others. The vanishing of all the v's would, however, contradict the fact that the w's do not vanish simultaneously.
It is clear therefore that one row of continuous functions dm+i_ k can be adjoined to the matrix 11 aßk \ | in such a way that the new matrix has rank to + 1. Continuation of this process leads to a determinant | d,* | which is nowhere zero on xi X2. Furthermore since every continuous function can be approximated by a polynomial with any desired degree of accuracy it follows readily that the elements of the adjoined n -to rows could be chosen as polynomials if desired. is different from zero and that the end conditions are " reduced and nonsingular on E." The last means that the matrix of first derivatives 4>»(xuy(xi)), tß(xi,y(xi)), xy(xi,y(xi),x2y(x2)) with respect to their arguments has rank 2q + r at the values of the arguments onE.
Relations between different types of problems
When / = 0 and the equations ^ = 0 are absent this is exactly the form treated in the present paper, and the results which Bolza states in his Satz II* are exactly those of the next to last theorem of Section 2 above. On the other hand the problem just given is precisely that of determining an arc a minimum value while making the rest vanish. It is readily seen that this has the form treated in the preceding sections, and by applying the results of Section 2 it turns out that the various constants and functions for the two problems correspond as in the following 
